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ROCK CLIMBS ON YR ARDDU
SHOWELL STYLES

YR ARDDU (on no account, and unlikely, to be confused with
Clogwyn du'r Arddu) is a craggy plateau or ridge rising 5 miles S.S.E.
of Snowdon summit. It offers nothing to the Tiger, much to the
Rabbit, and most to the superannuated mountaineer weary of the
litter of humanity that is nowadays scattered across the mountains
from Aber to Beddgelert. H. R. C. Carr in A Climber's Guide to
Snowdon (1926) says this of Yr Arddu : " The mountain may be
commended to the wanderer who likes to dally with an occasional
exercise in gymnastics." And there, perhaps, it would have been
wiser to leave it. The Climber's Club Guide to Snowdon South (1960),
however, says Yr Arddu " is liberally peppered with one-pitch
problems," ignoring the quite good, if easy, routes which definitely
have more than one pitch, the longest route having 225 feet of
climbing. This, added to a recent near-fatal accident on an Yr Arddu
crag, suggests that some brief indication of the nature of the climbing,
with the location of the faces where the best scrambling is to be
found, may be of use to climbers, as well as to the odd gymnasticsdallier who likes his gymnastics to be short, sweet, and solitary.
This brief Introduction takes a cue from that last word and ends
with a caution : Yr Arddu is still a lonely place, and a solitary
scrambler who came to grief there might not be found for days by an
uninstructed search-party.
Topography
The name Yr Arddu here describes the very craggy and uneven
tableland flanked on the west by the valley of Nantmor and on the
east by the long southern ridge of Cnicht. This tableland, or broad
ridge, is little more than a mile in length and half a mile broad. At
its northern end are two small lakes, Llynau Cerrig-y-myllt, just north
of its highest summit, Craig Cerrig-y-myllt (about 1,450 feet). Above
its southern extension rises the other main summit, marked on the
O.S. map Yr Arddu, 1,275 feet. Between these main summits is a
third small lake, Llyn yr Arddu. The tableland is roughly oblong
with sides running north-south and east-west ; the climbing crags
are on these sides, and will be described hereafter as Yr Arddu North,
West, South, and Yr Arddu East. There are sheep-tracks but no
plain footpaths. The views on every hand are superb.
Approaches
The village of Croesor is the best car approach. From Croesor
the rocks of South and East Yr Arddu can be reached in 25 minutes
walking by moorland sheep-tracks. From the Nantmor side a grass
track starts from Bwlch Gwernog (Map Reference 612453) heading
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east towards Croesor, and this after passing Carreg Bengam where
there are interesting slabs approaches to within a quarter of a mile
of the Southern Yr Arddu crags, which may be seen above the
outlying rock-walls on the left of the track.
History

The climbing crags are apparently known to a select few, but the
routes are neither serious enough nor long enough to merit claiming
as " Firsts." No history of the crags exists, from this point of view.
With various Seconds or Leaders, the writer of this brief Guide has
climbed and measured all the routes described, and in the course of a
five years' residence at Croesor has explored every avenue and left
no stone (if loose) unturned, but no names and dates are appended to
any route. Ancient history attaches to Bwlch y Batel, the wild pass
separating Yr Arddu from Cnicht, for here a singularly fierce and
bloody " Batel" was y-foughten between rival tribes towards the
Lighter end of the Dark Ages.
The Climbs

These are mainly on Yr Arddu East ; the other flanks will be
described first.
1. YR ARDDU NORTH
This narrow northern end of the plateau overlooks Cwm Gelli
lago, from which it rises in marshy steeps to a rocky rim beyond
which are the two lakes of Cerrig-y-myllt. Boulder-problems only.
2. YR ARDDU WEST
A long, high, and steep flank drops into Nantmor. At its
northern end there is loose rock and looser scree with nothing of
interest and much toil and sweat. Going south along this flank, and
at about the 900-feet contour, sounder crags and slabs obtrude
themselves above a long grassy shelf. There are short buttresses and
walls here, and a climber in voluntary blinkers can find continuous
lines of one to two hundred feet by turning his blinkers left or right
when things get too easy. There is one excellent chimney with a
wedged pinnacle in it, just above the stone wall that separates the
grassy ledge from steeper things above. This stone wall continues
round the base of the upper crags ; it turns uphill, eastward, below
the crags of Yr Arddu South. Above the well-marked corner where
this occurs there is interesting scrambling.
3. YR ARDDU SOUTH
This end of the tableland drops steeply, in bold faces, to the
stone wall boundary. South of the wall the broad ridge goes on
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falling in terraces towards the sea, and on all of these many scarps or
rock steps (they end finally in Carreg Bengam) there are problems
innumerable. North of the wall there is better stuff, though it is not
proposed to describe it in detail. Broadly speaking, and going from
left to right (west to east) along the wall, there is first a region of steep
walls of columnar formation mounting in tiers to the skyline, beautiful
rock and full of interest for the solitary scrambler. Next, above a
jumble of vast boulders coming down to the wall, there are some
easy-angled slabs on the right of a big vertical rock-wall, with a
second lot of slabs straight above. A central route up both gives
250 feet of good Moderate scrambling, Difficult at the top. 100 yards
further on beyond the boulder-jumble the stone wall reaches its
highest point, and a corner. Heathery slabs above the corner lead to
cleaner and steeper rock, including a big detached flake or
pinnacle whose tip is easily accessible and has a three-star view.
Back again at the stone wall, and rounding the corner, one sees
the Moelwyns sliding into view from behind the fine nose of BIG
BUTTRESS on the left. 100 yards on from the corner a broad gully
above grassy foot-rocks cuts deep into the crags, with the buttressnose on its right. The gully's true R. wall is short and steep and gives
three good little climbs on grand rock ; it is called MUR BACH, the
Little Wall. Plodding up the gully with this wall on your left you
come first to a massive block perched on a platform 40 feet from the
beginning of the wall. It has a bottomless chimney above it.

JAM CHIMNEY.

30 feet.

Difficult.

Up the crack behind the block to its summit, 20 feet ; step right,
into the chimney, and ascend a further 10 feet by jamming and cursing.
(Called JAM because if you don't you're in one.)
120 feet further up the gully a beautiful little rock-wall with a
30-feet base stands up very steeply. Here is a worthy route.
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MARMALADE WALL'
50 feet.
Good Difficult.
Start: Below the RH end of a long ledge 10 feet up on the wall.
Gain the ledge or mantelshelf, step up with some trouble to the
ledge above on the R, finish by trending slightly L to the skyline.
Nearing the top of the gully, and 120 feet beyond the start of
Marmalade Wall, a two-pitch route makes the most of the more
broken face where a block with a small overhang is seen 40 feet up.
POTTED PRECIPICE"
70 feet.
Moderate.
Start: Directly below the little overhanging block, stepping off from
a low detached flake in the gully bed.
(1) 40 feet. Up to the left of the little overhang, step R to a pleasant
little ledge. The block on it is loose. Belay high above.
(2) 30 feet. The rest of the Precipice ; harder on the R, easier on
the L. Belay above.
The very last bit of the wall provides a 100-feet scramble, Easy
Moderate, starting 40 feet R of Potted Precipice.
Returning to the invaluable stone wall at the base of the gully,
and following it eastward and round the base of Big Buttress, one
sees a V-cleft above, just on the right of the nose. This has been
climbed (Strenuous Severe) but quickly leads to easy ledges, so that a
climber both strenuous and severe may complain that the struggle
naught availeth. To the R of and lower than the V-cleft is an expanse
of quartz-y heathery slab at an easy angle, below a steeper wall. The
right-hand edge of these slabs droops in scallops to the corner where
the crags fall back and face more easterly. The climb that starts from
this corner comes, therefore, within the limits of
YR ARDDU EAST
This area contains the best and longest climbing. The rock is
nearly always rough in detail and sound in mass, but ledged boulders
and such-like should be treated with circumspection. Round the
corner mentioned above, the grassy terrace at the base of the main
crags ascends slightly, but the stone wall now goes straight on downhill
to the streams and seaward glens of Cwm Dylif. The edge of Big
Buttress that rises from the corner drops in a vertical wall on its right,
to a slabby gully. An obvious line goes up the buttress-nose, or slab
edge, from the corner.
SHANI'S CLIMB
225 feet.
Mild Difficult.
Start: At the corner of the buttress. Cairn on boulder.
(1) 50 feet. Up to a large heathery bay and traverse (for fun) R to L
across the little wall above. Ledge and belay on edge a few feet
higher.
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1 Peel off, and you get a jar
2 My own preserve
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(2) 40 feet. Straight up easy slabs, keeping R, to another nook and
belay on the edge.
(3) 30 feet. Up even easier slabs to a ledge and belay where the wall
above steepens. The gully-head is now below on the R.
(4) 45 feet. Step up a few feet and traverse pleasantly R above the
gully, ascending slightly, delicate, then easy. Running belay at
finish of traverse, or large block belay 12 paces along the broad
ledge.
Walk 20 paces to a tortoise-like boulder on the ledge. There is a
walk-off here, but a fine finish offers itself.
(5) 60 feet. Climb the wall straight above the tortoise, trending
slightly R ; at 30 feet cross a sloping ledge and continue straight
up to the top. Large boulder belays.
60 feet to the R of the start of Shard's Climb rough slabs run
up to the base of a little buttress with a crack up its middle. An 8-feet
block leans against the slabs and marks the start of a good route,
rather artificial but following a definite and direct line.
ARTIFEX
190 feet.
Good Difficult.
Start: Immediately on the left of the 8-foot block, with the crack
of the buttress straight overhead. The first pitch is very artificial.
(1) 30 feet. Up the slab, using the block, to boulders and belay.
(2) 60 feet. Above is a ramp, smooth at first, trending R. Follow
it to a ledge and big belay below the little buttress.
(3) 50 feet. Steeply up above the boulder, following the line of the
heathery crack. On the big walk-off ledge above there is a large
boulder for belaying.
(4) 50 feet. Starting about 6 feet L of the boulder, incline back to
the R, again following the line of a heathery crack, the left-hand
one of two. This pitch contains the hardest step of the climb.
Continuing to the R (northward) from the start of Artifex, up a
broad sloping terrace of grass and boulders and heading for a sharppointed perched boulder on the skyline ahead, one reaches the
beginning of the next lot of crags in about 100 yards. First some wellbroken crags, with short scrambles and abseil places. Then a small
but uniformly steep cliff 110 feet from base to crest, very compact and
clean.
This, from its resemblance to a one-tenth scale model of Lliwedd,
is named LLIWEDD BYCHAN (Little Lliwedd). It has six routes, all
possible in one pitch on a 120-feet rope but all conveniently broken
into pitches by small belays and sometimes exiguous stances. A
shallow heathery gully comes down L of centre, but ends in a 20-feet
wall above the base of the crag. The routes are described from L to R,
facing the crag.
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LEFT GULLY RIM
100 feet.
Moderately Difficult.
Start: 15 feet L of the widest (heather-choked) crack in the 20-feet
wall below the gully.
(1) 30 feet. Move up L and then R to ledge above. Belay a few feet
to R.
(2) 30 feet. To continue the line, step L again on to the wall and up
to big ledge and belay.
(3) 40 feet. There is easy scrambling on L, so walk 10 feet R and go
up the steep pillar on the edge of the gully.
HEATHER GULLY
90 feet.
Easy Moderate.
Start: Just left of the heather-choked crack in the 20-feet wall below
the gully.
30 feet up the wall to a belay 8 feet above it on wall of gully.
Then earthy scrambling followed by steep but easy little chimney
at top ; 60 feet.
RIGHT GULLY RIM
115 feet.
Moderate or Difficult.
Start: 12 feet R of the start of Heather Gully, at the foot of a cracked
wall.
(1) 60 feet. To a niche slightly R of the direct line ; spike belay
higher up.
(2) 55 feet. By stepping round the corner to the L and thence straight
up, the route remains a Mod. It is nicer to go directly up above
the niche, Difficult.
CENTRAL ROUTE
105 feet.
Difficult.
Start: 18 feet R of start of Right Gully Rim, below a big ledge 20 feet
up the wall.
(1) 20 feet. To the ledge. Belay.
(2) 40 feet. Straight up on excellent holds, trending slightly R, to a
charming niche. Belay.
(3) 45 feet. Straight up again with good holds on L edge, to a sloping
ledge below the final 10-feet wall, which is climbed direct up an
open groove with holds less conveniently placed.
EASTERN ROUTE
110 feet.
Moderately Difficult.
Start: 15 feet to the R of Central Route start, close to a large
pyramidal boulder. There is a roomy ledge above.
(1) 25 feet. Easily up to the ledge. Belay.
(2) 55 feet. Trending slightly R, make for the perched pinnacle above.
(3) 30 feet. The pinnacle has been trusted as a belay and now is
stepped off from with no qualms as to the juxtaposition of
prepositions. The steep wall above is taken up a groove slightly
to the R.
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Along the base of the cliff to the R is a large block corner with a
chimney behind it. A somewhat rambling route starts here.
CHIMNEY CORNER
100 feet.
Moderate.
Start: 30 feet R of the start of Eastern Route, at a block corner
forming a narrow 10-feet chimney.
(1) 40 feet. Up the Chimney, dirtily, and scramble up shaly ledges
to a belay in the Corner.
(2) 60 feet (can be broken). Climb steeply up above the Corner,
trending first L and then R.
At each end of Lliwedd Bychan there are shorter problems and
scrambling. At the right-hand (northern) end, beyond a grassy slope,
is CRAIG WEN, on the same level and about 200 feet away ; it is
distinguished by whitish rock and an overhanging corner. One route
has been made up the very steep eastern face of Craig Wen.
CHAIRMAN'S FOLLY
100 feet.
Hard Very Difficult.
Start: Just L of the centre of the face, where a ledge or ramp sloping
up from L to R can be gained.
(1) 60 feet. Up the ramp, rounding a slanting corner with difficulty
(a piton-and-etrier stance was contrived here on the first ascent)
and traversing on to a stance and belay in an immature niche.
(2) 40 feet. Straight up, hard at first and then easier, to easy ledges.
The line of little crags ends with Craig Wen, and the worthier
climbs end with them. There are, however, a few amusing routes
further on where " persons with a natural ineptitude for steep places "
(J. M. Edwards) will find use for the rope. From the foot of Craig Wen
one may follow the grassy terraces northward on a slightly ascending
line, and in a few minutes reach the upper tiers of the CWM CASTELL
crags.
Cwm Castell will be seen to be a cirque of pleasing rocks enclosing
a small oval of flat marsh. A broad couloir of grass and heather
cleaves the western (facing east) crags, dividing them into two parts :
The Castle on the left as you face the couloir, The Greenroom on the
right. The Greenroom is a charming nook behind the huge projecting
blade of rock in the centre of this right-hand mass, and can be reached
and passed by an amusing scramble, steep. There are some other
short scrambles on this side of the central couloir but they are rather
boulder-problemish. The vertical problems need care, for the rock is
variable. More continuous interest, especially for the blinkered
climber, arises on Y Castell (The Castle), where two of the upper-tier
routes have been given longer lives by starts on the margin of the
flat marsh at the foot. We proceed, then to marsh level, below
heathery steeps with the upper tier of rocks on the skyline above.
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CANNON-BALL ROUTE
165 feet of climbing.
Mod. Difficult.
Start: Below the left-hand end of the upper tier above. Discontinuous buttresses can be discerned making a ridge above the
heather and coming straight down nearly to the marsh. Begin at
the very foot of this ridge, a few feet above the marsh.
(1) 25 feet. Up the little broken crag. Artificial, but quite nice.
Walk 30 feet up heather, slightly R, to next buttress.
(2) 50 feet in 2 sections. 20 feet up to ledge and belay, 30 feet up slab
to crest of buttress.
The upper tier is seen 60 feet above. Walk up to its foot, broken
rocks with a small overhanging corner on R.
(3) 50 feet in 2 sections. Up the overhanging corner, a little to R ;
then take the slab above it, slightly to R again.
Walk L to get beneath the final wall, which has an obvious
" cannon-ball " apparently embedded in it above.
(4) 60 feec, in two sections again, (a) a slab, tricky to start ; (b) the
cannon-ball wall, short and steep, which may be climbed either
to R or to L of the cannon-ball.
A similarly elongated scramble, also from marsh level, begins
100 feet to the right of Cannon-ball Route start, at the foot of the next
heathery buttress. The lower part is very artificial, the pitch on the
upper tier better.
FLAKE AND WALL ROUTE
180 feet of climbing.
Mod. Diff.
Start: At the foot of the heathery buttress next to the right from
the starting buttress of Cannon-ball Route. 40 feet above
marsh level, the buttress produces a " toe " in the form of a small
pillar on the R.
(1) 20 feet. Up the face of the pillar.
(2) 20 feet. Up the corner directly above to a slope of heather.
Walk 15 feet to the L.
(3) 25 feet. Three very low walls rise one above the other ; not easy
if climbed direct.
Walk 100 feet straight uphill to a strictly vertical wall with a
small rowan tree growing on its face, to the R.
(4) 40 feet. The left part of the wall is climbed (jug-handles, but they
need care) for 20 feet, then easier scrambling to the terrace below
the upper tier.
(5) 75 feet (can be broken). Arrived at a nook between a pinnacle
and a pointed flake, scramble into and out of it by way of the
flake's point (25 feet, belay). Step off from the flake and finish
direct up the slab and wall above.
The rest of the Castle climbs are short and scrappy ones on the
upper tier, starting from the terrace referred to in Pitch 4 of Flake and
Wall. There is a narrow cleft or gully, easy, 40 feet to the R of the
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nook between the Flake and the pinnacle aforementioned. Just inside
the mouth of this gully is a small pinnacle below a dirty chimney. By
climbing the chimney and the slabs straight above the belay you
ascend LEFT GULLY WALL, 70 feet, Mod. Diff. Then, crossing the
gully, you reach TWIN CRACKS, 35 feet beyond the gully. The cracks
are vertical and the right-hand crack has ivy growing near it. They
can be climbed, 30 feet, with exit on L at the top on to easy slabs ;
standard Difficult. The steep right-hand corner of the Castle is now
close at hand, with the broad grassy couloir beyond. The corner
gives a steep 100-feet route of pleasant and playful nature.
CASTLE BUTTRESS
100 feet.
Moderately Difficult.
Start: 25 feet R of Twin Cracks, 10 feet L of the buttress corner.
(1) 60 feet. Up steeply on indifferent rock to big ledge and belay.
(2) 40 feet. Straight up from belay, keeping to R so as to finish over
the highest point of Y Castell.
Notes and Outlying Climbs

NOTE ONE
Looking North from the top of Y Castell, one sees three craggy
mounds occupying the skyline. The one on the left is Cerrig-y-Myllt,
1,450 feet, highest point of this area and a fine viewpoint. The righthand mound of the three is grassy and on its left flank a little buttress
can be seen with its apex on the skyline. This is Corkscrew Buttress,
and it is 10 minutes' walk away on the direct route to the two
Cerrig-y-Myllt lakes (good bathing ; see Note 4). A rather artificial
4-pitch Difficult route goes up it.
CORKSCREW BUTTRESS
120 feet.
Mild Difficult.
Start: The buttress rises steeply on the R (east) of a charming little
bwlch. Begin right down in the bwlch, at the steepest part of the
detached outcrop directly in line with the buttress nose above.
(1) 20 feet. Up the outcrop wall, short and steep. Walk 30 feet to a
quartzy block.
(2) 20 feet. Up the block and to the foot of the buttress proper.
(3) 40 feet. A narrow slab below a leaning pillar on its L proves
entertaining. Ledge, with belays, above on the L.
(4) 40 feet. Either up the more exposed corner on the R, or up the
rounded slab a few feet to the L.
There is an unsurpassed view of Snowdon from the top, and the
small lake below on the N.W. can be reached in 3 minutes.
NOTE Two
Below the terrace at the foot of Lliwedd Bychan and Craig Wen
uncounted scrambles can be found on the tiers of rock descending to
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rddu : Final Pitch of ShanVs Climb
Showell Styles

Yr Arddu : Southern half of Lliwedd Bychan.
The figure top centre is finishing Left Gully
Rim; the lower figures are in Heather Gully.
Showell Styles

Diagram of Yr Arddu from the East
Y-Yr Arddu summit
M-Craig Cerrig y Myllt
D-Mur Bach B-Big Buttress S-Shani's Climb
A-Artifex
L-Lliwedd Bychan
E-Left Gully Rim
F-Central Route
H-Eastern Route
W-Craig Wen
J-Chairman's Folly
C-Y Castell
G-The Greenroom
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the stream a few hundred feet down. The bottom tier is steep and
even overhanging in parts, with many clefts and walls. On this
eastern side the moorland valley between Yr Arddu and the south
ridge of Cnicht is dotted with minor problems, boulders, cleft rocks,
and a few shelter caves.
NOTE THREE
Just south of both Cerrig-y-Myllt lakes there are a number of
short steep climbs of 20-50 feet and a great deal of easy scrambling.

NOTE FOUR
Bathing : the more easterly of the two small lakes (the lake with
a little island in it) has a good diving-place, found by going round the
north shore until the low crags give place to grass. Black-headed
Gulls nest on the island in Spring. The other lake is shallow and
possesses a charming slab for idling and lunching.

LIST OF CLIMBS DESCRIBED

MUR BACH
Jam Chimney
Marmalade Wall
Potted Precipice

BIG BUTTRESS
Shani's Climb
Artifex

LLIWEDD BYCHAN
Left Gully Rim
Heather Gully
Right Gully Rim
Central Route
Eastern Route
Chimney Corner

CWM CASTELL
Cannon-ball Route
Flake and Wall Route
Left Gully Wall
Twin Cracks
Castle Buttress

CRAIG WEN
Chairman's Folly

OUTLYING
Corkscrew Buttress

